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expansion definition meaning dictionary com May 03 2024 the degree extent or amount by
which something expands an increase enlargement or development esp in the activities of
a company maths the form of an expression or function when it is written as the sum or
product of its terms the act or process of determining this expanded form
expansion definition meaning merriam webster Apr 02 2024 1 expanse 2 the act or process
of expanding territorial expansion economic expansion expansion of the universe 3 the
quality or state of being expanded 4 the increase in volume of working fluid such as
steam in an engine cylinder after cutoff or in an internal combustion engine after
explosion 5 a an expanded part b
expansion noun definition pictures pronunciation and Mar 01 2024 noun opal w ɪkˈspænʃn
uncountable countable an act of increasing or making something increase in size amount
or importance a period of rapid economic expansion despite the recession the company is
confident of further expansion the expansion of higher education will continue
expansion english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 31 2024 b2 the increase of something
in size number or importance expansion of the rapid expansion of the software industry
expansion into expansion into new areas of research is possible an expansion of
industry fewer examples we need a dynamic expansion of trade with other countries
31 synonyms antonyms for expansion thesaurus com Dec 30 2023 noun as in growth compare
synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches development enlargement extension increase
inflation spread strong matches amplification augmentation breadth diffusion dilation
distance distension evolution expanse magnification maturation multiplication space
stretch swelling unfolding
expansion synonyms 125 similar and opposite words merriam Nov 28 2023 definition of
expansion 1 as in increase something added as by growth the museum s new wing is only
the first in a series of expansions planned for the next decade synonyms similar words
relevance increase boost addition gain rise augmentation raise increment proliferation
accrual accretion accumulation supplement
expansion definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Oct 28 2023 definitions of
expansion noun the act of increasing something in size or volume or quantity or scope
synonyms enlargement see more noun adding information or detail synonyms expanding upon
see more noun a discussion that provides additional information synonyms elaboration
enlargement see more noun
expansion of the universe wikipedia Sep 26 2023 components structure experiments
scientists subject history category astronomy portal v t e the expansion of the
universe is the increase in distance between gravitationally unbound parts of the
observable universe with time 1
expansion definition meaning yourdictionary Aug 26 2023 an expanding or being expanded
enlargement dilation webster s new world similar definitions an expanded thing or part
webster s new world similar definitions the amount degree or extent of expansion
webster s new world similar definitions a development or full treatment as of a topic
webster s new world more noun definitions 9
expansion definition in economics length and indicators Jul 25 2023 expansion is the
phase of the business cycle where real gross domestic product gdp grows for two or more
consecutive quarters moving from a trough to a peak expansion is typically
expansion definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jun 23 2023 expansion is
the process of becoming greater in size number or amount the rapid expansion of private
health insurance of a new period of economic expansion the company has abandoned plans
for further expansion synonyms increase development growth spread more synonyms of
expansion more synonyms of expansion
binomial theorem formula expansion proof examples cuemath May 23 2023 the binomial
theorem states the principle for expanding the algebraic expression x y n and expresses
it as a sum of the terms involving individual exponents of variables x and y each term



in a binomial expansion is associated with a numeric value which is called coefficient
thermal expansion temperature coefficient expansion Apr 21 2023 university of kentucky
physics and astronomy thermal expansion may 17 2024 thermal expansion the general
increase in the volume of a material as its temperature is increased
expansion noun definition pictures pronunciation and Mar 21 2023 noun ɪkˈspænʃn
uncountable countable an act of increasing or making something increase in size amount
or importance a period of rapid economic expansion despite the recession the company is
confident of further expansion the expansion of higher education will continue the book
is an expansion of a series of lectures given last year
how to use expansion in a sentence mastering the term Feb 17 2023 expansion in the
realm of grammar refers to the act of adding additional information or details to a
sentence thereby enriching its meaning and providing a clearer context for the reader
it allows writers to convey their thoughts more precisely and effectively making their
writing more engaging and informative
1 3 thermal expansion university physics volume 2 openstax Jan 19 2023 the most visible
example is the expansion of hot air when air is heated it expands and becomes less
dense than the surrounding air which then exerts an upward force on the hot air and
makes steam and smoke rise hot air balloons float and so forth
examples of expansion in a sentence merriam webster Dec 18 2022 definition of expansion
synonyms for expansion this book is an expansion of a lecture series the league is
undergoing expansion the new hires is part of a rapid expansion at 33 west as of late
dave brooks billboard 6 dec 2023 the expansion means that a lot more people can choose
to mess around with sge
expansion definition meaning britannica dictionary Nov 16 2022 1 noncount the act of
becoming bigger or of making something bigger the act of expanding territorial
expansion the league is undergoing expansion economic expansion the expansion of a
lecture series into a book 2 count a more complete and detailed written work or set of
comments based on something shorter
polynomial expansion wikipedia Oct 16 2022 in mathematics an expansion of a product of
sums expresses it as a sum of products by using the fact that multiplication
distributes over addition
1 4 thermal expansion physics libretexts Sep 14 2022 Δa 2αaΔt 1 4 3 1 4 3 Δ a 2 α a Δ t
where Δa Δ a is the range area a a Δt Δ t is the change in temperature and α α is the
coefficient of linear expansion which varies slightly with temperature definition
thermal expansion in three dimensions
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